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provided the initial boundary layer is sufficiently thin, efficient 
two-dimensional channels can be designed for velocity distribu-
tions that avoid boundary-layer separation. The design method 
presented is not limited to a particular criterion for separation, 
and full benefit of the design method will not be realized until 
more adequate separation criteria for turbulent boundary layers 
are developed. The numerical examples in this paper indicate 
that the separation criterion employed is conservative and that 
more rapid rates of deceleration can be employed without separa-
tion after better boundary-layer data are available. It is also 
probable that more rapid deceleration rates resulting in a small 
amount of separation are desirable in order to reduce the channel 
length and thereby reduce the skin-friction losses. Some experi-
mental investigations are needed to determine the deceleration 
rates required to obtain this optimum amount of boundary-layer 
separation. In the numerical examples and for the experimental 
channels no allowance has been made for the boundary-layer dis-
placement which, if the boundary layer is relatively thick, should 
be provided for by increasing the channel width at both walls by 
an amount equal to the boundary-layer-displacement thickness. 

In this paper it is shown that linear variations in In V with $ 
give a suitable engineering approximation to the velocity dis-
tribution resulting from current boundary-layer considerations. 
For these linear variations in In V with $ the channel-design 
method is relatively fast, as indicated in the following table: 

Examples 

I throughV 
VI through VIII 
IX through X I 

Average hours 
of computing 

2 

10 
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Appendix 
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION AS FUNCTION OF DISTANCE ALONG 

CHANNEL W A L L S FOR L I N E A R VARIATION IN LN V W I T H <I> 

The velocity distribution as a function of arc length along the 
channel walls for any linear variation in ln V with $ is different 
for compressible and incompressible flow. 

Incompressible Flow. The linear variation in In V with $ 
given by Equation |10) can be written as 

or for incompressible flow ( F = Q) 

Q - Q, 
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where 

so that 

X = 

dX = 

[15a] 

[156] 

Therefore, from Equations [2a], [14a], and [156[ 

7r (4y - <!><) dX 

which, after integrating X from 0 to any value less than 1.0 and 
reintroducing Equation [14a], becomes 
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Equation [11a] gives the variation in Q with (s — s,) for a linear 
variation in In V (or In Q) with <i>. 

Compressible Flow. From Equations [36] and [14] 
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Therefore, from Equations [26], [156], and [16] 

- ds - — $.) 
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which, after integrating X from 0 to any value less than 1.0 and 
reintroducing Equation [14], becomes 

2 < — i ) - — {laV/_]D j?—) 

or 

1 V<* + 1 7T , x / I n Vf — ln V<\ V2 + 
[12a] 

Equation [12a] gives the variation in V with (s — s f) for a linear 
variation in ln V with <£. The parameter V is directly related to 
the velocities q*, q, and Q by Equations [1], [2d], and [36], 

Discussion 
E. M. KNOERNSCHILD.3 In his excellent study the author de-

velops a method which may become a standard method for de-
signing decelerating channels. In radial turbomachinery the 
vaneless diffuser poses one more problem for such a design method. 

3 Research Department, Carrier Corporation, Syracuse, N. Y. 
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Available test results of vaneless diffusers indicate that success-
ful deceleration can be accomplished using "equivalent" dif-
fusers angles much higher than those considered standard for 
straight diffusers. Apparently the process of separation in a 
vaneless diffuser is different from the straight diffuser, in so far 
as the boundary layer need not reverse its path under the in-
fluence of an adverse pressure gradient. It only has to change 
its velocity vector more or less in the direction of the pressure 
gradient which is oblique to the main flow line. From this fact 
the writer is inclined to conclude that the limiting values of 
diffuser angles of straight diffusers need not necessarily be the 
same as those of vaneless diffusers. If so, an adaptation of the 

author's design method to diffusers where the pressure gradi-
ent is oblique to the main flow would be very worth-while. 
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The author wishes to thank Dr. Knoernschild for his interest 
and comments. It is agreed that the limiting values for diffuser 
angles of straight diffusers need not, necessarily, be the same as 
those of vaneless diffusers. However, the adaptation of the 
plane two-dimensional design method of this report to an axisym-
metric design method for the hub and casing contours of a vane-
less diffuser introduces mathematical difficulties that have not, 
as yet, been overcome. 
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